The thermal conductivities of molten Si, Ni, Al and their alloys have been measured by means of the nonstationary hot wire method under 1 G and microgravity of 1(T G. A Mo wire was used as the heating wire and coated with alumina by the electrophoretic deposition to prevent an electric current leakage through the melts.
INTRODUCTION
In previous papers /I/, some efforts have been made to measure the thermal conductivity of molten metals using steady state methods and non-steady state methods such as cyclic heating method, laser pulse method and hot wire method. Some methods give just the thermal diffusivity. The thermal conductivity is calculated additionally using heat capacity and density.
In the previous measurements of thermal conductivity, the suppression of the convection in the melts caused by buoyant force and Marangoni force were scarcely taken into account. Usually the temperature of top of a sample is kept higher than that of the bottom to minimize the dAT Απ! d\nt
where Q is the heat generation rate per unit length of the heating element and t is the time during passing a direct current through the heating element. The appropriate currents were pre-experimentally determined to be 2.0 
Deviation from the Wiedemann-Franz law
The Wiedemann-Franz law is derived from the free electron model on the assumption that the relaxation times are identical for electronic and thermal processes. The law states that the thermal conductivity is proportional to the product of the electrical conductivity, σ, and the absolute temperature as follows,
where L is the Lorenz number (2.45x10 * WQ/K 2 ). Even tion, it is expected that the heat conducted in molten metal will not always be contributed by free electron.
CONCLUSION
The thermal conductivities of Al, Ni, Si and Ni-base 
